INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS
• To depict a range of normal emotions children encounter when parents divorce.
• To identify coping strategies used to deal with potentially damaging feelings.
• To demonstrate appropriate ways to take charge of one's life.
• To reinforce the fact that children are not responsible for their parents' actions.
BEFORE SHOWING
1. Read the CAPTION SCRIPT to determine unfamiliar vocabulary and language concepts.
2. Relate that the video is divided into two parts: Part I describes normal feelings children encounter; Part II presents coping skills.
3. Present current statistics for the marriage and divorce rates in the United States.
4. Explain the term innocent bystander. 5. List emotions children feel when adults do things children can't change.
6. Discuss what people do with feelings they can't manage.
7. Identify professionals who help people when they encounter problems they can't solve themselves. Applications and Activities 1. Invite the school counselor, a social worker, or a psychologist to discuss ways to cope with a parent's divorce.
AFTER SHOWING PART I: FEELINGS
2. Research and report on the differences between a counselor, a social worker, and a psychologist.
3. Investigate the positive and negative aspects of a counselor skilled in sign language versus a counselor with an interpreter. 4. Visit a counselor's office. Prepare interview questions relating to education, purpose of work, and expected results from consulting with this person.
5. Invite a social worker, counselor, and psychologist to participate in a panel discussion, including explanation of their professional similarities and differences.
6. Imagine a perfect family. a. Illustrate the concept using artwork, pictures, magazines, and other resources. b. Present an explanation of the illustration. 
WEBSITES
Explore the Internet to discover sites related to this topic. Check the CFV website for related information (http://www.cfv.org).
CAPTION SCRIPT
Following are the captions as they appear on the video. Teachers are encouraged to read the script prior to viewing the video for pertinent vocabulary, to discover language patterns within the captions, or to determine content for introduction or review. Enlarged copies may be given to students as a language exercise.
I remember I came home from school and my dad was there.
My big brother, Eddie, was there, too, they were both sitting there with these long serious faces. The good news is that parents don't stop loving their children when they separate or divorce.
It just doesn't work that way. Sometimes they don't know what they've done, but they think that somehow they're to blame.
The truth is that no child is responsible for a divorce. ...still another emotion felt by kids caught up in a divorce or separation.
Feeling lonely is understandable.
Dad may not be around so much any more, and mom may be crying all the time and feeling pretty miserable.
Nobody's there to hand out sympathy and love to you.
So you feel all alone.
At the same time, you're probably sad, too, because you know that in all likelihood, things aren't ever going to be the same again.
By the way, it's okay to cry when you're sad or upset--even if you're a boy.
In fact, crying can be very good for you.
It's nature's way of releasing powerful emotions that, if not released, can cause big problems later on.
...having your hopes and dreams deflated like a popped balloon--is another feeling kids of divorced couples often have.
They're disappointed because their parents weren't able to solve their problems and stay married.
Lots of youngsters feel shame, too.
In fact, they may avoid friends or acquaintances because they're ashamed of their unsettled home life.
Shame may be very intense if alcohol or drugs have been a reason for their parent's split-up.
As you can imagine, a divorce or separation is enough to depress just about anybody.
And so, depression is something else that often takes place in divorced families.
Depression is when your emotions shut down.
You don't feel like talking to people, you don't want to make friends, you lose your energy and interests, and perhaps have trouble sleeping. Lots of kids feel angry about being placed into such a hurtful situation.
The thing about anger is that it can grow and grow until it twists the way you view life and other people.
And so anger can take a terrible toll on you--on your mental and physical health.
In fact, all those terrible feelings that kids usually have when parents divorce or separate can make life pretty miserable.
They can build up inside of you.
Oh, sure, you can push those feelings down to where they may not be so painful.
You can even pretend they aren't there. But they don't disappear.
Like air pushed around a balloon, they squish out in other places.
You can even try to run away from those painful feelings. Being realistic, on the other hand, means accepting the hard fact that they probably won't.
Once that reality is faced, you'll be ready to make another choice--to worry endlessly about your parents' situation, which, if you're honest, you know you can't do anything about--or be concerned about yourself.
That means--and this can be very hard--you may have to take charge of your own life, and do the things that have to be done to make things better for you.
You may find that spending more time with a best friend and his or her family will give you the companionship you're missing at home.
If you feel uncomfortable with that, you could look into "Big Brothers and Big Sisters of America," an organization found in many communities.
It will put you in contact with a person who can be a special friend that you can confide in.
Another way that you can take charge of your life is to encourage your mother or father to join an organization called "Parents Without Partners."
This group has lots of fun activities that can help kids and parents get over rough times.
[players cheering] Getting involved in sports activities, as well as joining a church or synagogue youth group can also help.
You may find that earning some money by doing work around your neighborhood will give you a good feeling of accomplishment, a feeling that can help replace all those painful ones.
If you're old enough, you could try your hand at baby-sitting.
Learning to play a musical instrument is another great way to take charge of your life because music can help you express those strong feelings inside you. And, along with your own efforts, all that help can turn divorces into something quite unexpected--a way to discover a new and better life.
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